.
85
ToA measurements can be obtained by separately analyzing the reflection patterns of transmitted 86 signals 10 , which can be estimated via matched filtering or by using phase-only correlation and 87 the kurtosis metric to mitigate channel-enhanced noise 11 . Still, ToA measurements tend to be 88 noisy due to multipath: mistaking a non-specular multipath component for the direct path is often 89 regarded as measurement noise 12 , and can be mitigated by transmitting signals having a narrow 90 auto-correlation 13, 14 , or by averaging ToA measurements over different signals 15 . Yet, instead of 91 considering multipath as a distortion, the wealth of multipath arrivals can be exploited in passive 92 systems in order to improve the localization accuracy, as well as to find the range of the acoustic 93 source 16 or to localize it with multiple receivers through a propagation model 17 .
94
In the literature, the closest approaches to our proposed scheme target localization with less 95 than three reference nodes, often by exploiting some form of knowledge about the environment.
96
For example, the work in 18 introduced a model-based range-bearing localization scheme that em-97 ploys two receiving hydrophones. The method identifies multipath arrivals at the hydrophones 98 and tracks them using a particle filter. An ambiguity surface is then constructed based on the ex-99 pected multipath structure (derived via a ray model) and used to determine the most likely target . Specifically, the proposed approach employs CS
115
(implemented through the basis pursuit algorithm and the Lasso path) to find the best matching 116 between field replicas and measurements, and shows that CS reliably handles coherent sources 117 as well. Earlier, CS was considered to localize an underwater device by means of ultrawideband 118 radio CIR fingerprinting 22 . Here, CS is implemented using the orthogonal matching pursuit and , an AUV is located by fusing AUV heading and velocity information 
B. Differences with respect to Indoor Localization

138
While fingerprinting is an established localization technique for terrestrial radio networks 27, 28 , 139 one of its key assumptions is that radio measurements are repeatable and slowly varying in space 29 , 140 so that a device can actually afford to compute several statistics of a received radio signal and fuse 141 them into a fingerprint vector 30 . Conversely, the underwater acoustic channel tends to be much size. This calls for methods to reduce the complexity of trellis exploration. We also remark that 154 direction-of-arrival fingerprinting-based localization has been reconsidered in the field of millime-155 ter wave communications (e.g., see 35, 36 ), where however the devices can leverage large arrays to 156 reliably decouple propagation paths in the received angular spectra. This is in contrast with our We summarize the key idea behind our algorithm with the help of the flow chart in Fig. 1 .
176
We operate the AUV localization algorithm from a single receiver deployed at a known and well-177 explored stationary location. We assume that the sea bottom is diverse around the receiver (e.g.,
178
see Fig. 2 ), leading to a spatially-dependent CIR, which we exploit in order to estimate the location 179 of the AUV via a fingerprinting-based location system. Since such a system requires to measure a We summarize the key idea behind our algorithm with the help of the flow chart in Fig. 1 .
176
178
see Fig. 2 ), leading to a spatially-dependent CIR, which we exploit in order to estimate the location we apply an efficient, low-complexity tracking mechanism in order to filter all matching locations
194
found, and to obtain a source trajectory estimate. the the point of highest confidence may not be the closest to the actual AUV location.
204
To rule out spurious estimates, we order the computed locations into a trellis (Fig. 3e) , and run 205 a forward-backward path search procedure similar to the Viterbi algorithm. In this case, the black 206 path in Fig. 3e is selected, corresponding to the trajectory shown in Fig. 3f .
Step 4 Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4 
B. Preliminary Assumptions and Setup
208
The first step to localize the AUV is to detect is periodic pinger signals. We assume that no prior
209
information is available about the location, the instantaneous speed, or the trajectory of the AUV, The area explored to localize the AUV is limited by the coverage of the bathymetry measure-221 ments, by the reception capabilities of the receiver, and by constraints on the emitter's source level. 
238
This corresponds to the first box in Fig. 1 .
239
C. AUV Location Estimation
240
For each grid point g u i b i z i , the receiver models the expected CIR using a propagation model. 
As the specular and surface-reflected arrivals are practically independent 257 of the bearing of the AUV relative to the receiver, and rather depend only on the SSP, on u i , and 258 on z i , the subscript b i has been dropped in h
(1)
259
From the modeled CIRs, the receiver obtains two separate fingerprints, h
the source is at location x n , its emitted signal is received as
whereĥ unbnzn (t) is the CIR estimated from a received signal, s(t) is the emitted signal waveform, ν(t) is the ambient noise, and ⊗ denotes convolution. The receiver then computes
and matches r n (t) against the fingerprints f
corresponding to the grid points in G as 262 follows.
263
For each point (u i z i ) in the grid, we compute the normalized correlation
where T is the signal's duration, and τ is the time epoch corresponding to the correlation maxi- . We remark that we do not limit set M (1) (n) to contain just the coordinates of the 269 single grid point yielding the maximum correlation. In fact, at this point, the estimation of the 270 correct distance and depth may be hindered by the lack of, e.g., the specular arrival, which can 
275
For each (u j , z j ) ∈ M (1) (n), and ∀ b ∈ B, we compute the following normalized correlations:
and define M (2) (n) as the set of all triples
is a user-defined parameter (in our 279 performance evaluation, we set R (2) = 70). The above steps correspond to boxes 4 and 5 in Fig. 1 .
280
In ideal conditions, e.g., with an extremely dense grid G, in the absence of noise, and with 281 perfect environmental information, it would be enough to limit set M (2) (n) to the coordinates contains the estimates in set M (2) (2), and so forth until the last stage, which contains the esti-
We assign a confidence index to each node in the trellis (the value of the 301 normalized cross-correlation between the modeled and measured channels, see (5)), and orga-302 nize them into a R (2) × N L matrix T (boxes 6 and 7 in Fig. 1 ). Both the nodes in the ith trellis 303 stage and the entries in the ith column of T are sorted in order of decreasing confidence, i.e.,
, and 
Setting the Path Weights
306
The objective of path estimation is to find the best sequence of nodes across consecutive trellis maximum absolute speed is assumed to be known). Formally, call e n n+1 the edge that connects 311 the n th node at stage n in the trellis (entry in column n of T) and the n+1 th entry at column 312 n + 1. Call A(e n n+1 ) = p n and S(e n n+1 ) = p n+1 the ancestor and the successor of edge 313 e n n+1 , respectively. Define the edge weight as
where d(x, y) = x − y 2 is the Euclidean distance between locations x and y, t n and t n+1 are the 315 reception epochs of the nth and (n+1)th detected signals, respectively, and
is the maximum distance that the AUV could have traveled between time epochs t n and t n+1 . Only 317 edges with non-zero weights are considered for path estimation. To form a continuous path, we 318 require connected edges. In particular, if for edge e n n+1 it occurs that its ancestor p n is not 319 successor of any edge e n−1 n , or that its successor p n+1 is not ancestor of any edge e n+1 , n+2 , 320 then the weight of edge e n n+1 is set as zero, and the edge is removed from the trellis.
321
We remark the similarities between the path estimation algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm for 
329
This leads to a significant performance improvement and to a feasible path estimation complexity. Let E(n) = {e n n+1 } be the set of edges that link a node in stage n of the trellis to a node in 332 stage n + 1, and use (7) to define the following metric for each edge
where the confidence indices are taken from T. Define a generic path on the trellis as
where e i is a shorthand for e i i+1 ∈ E(i), and all edges are such that S(e i ) = A(e i+1 ), i = 335 1, . . . , N L − 1. Define the overall path metric as
i.e., as the product of the confidence metrics for all edges that belong to the path, divided by the 
and we indicate the sequence of locations traversed by Ψ as {x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x N L }.
340
As a means of measuring the discrepancy between the true and the estimated sequence of 341 AUV's locations, we consider the root mean square (RMS) point-wise distance between corre-342 sponding points of the true and estimated paths. Formally,
We also convey the source bearing estimation effectiveness of our approach via the bearing error
where d(·, ·) denotes the distance between two points in the cylindric coordinate system.
Refinement
In this section, we present two refinements to the above algorithm. The first refinement relates 347 to the possible case that there exists no edge with a non-zero weight connecting two trellis stages 348 n and n + 1. This would lead to a partitioning of the trellis. We correct for these cases by allowing 349 stage n − 1 to directly connect to stage n + 1. Specifically, the corresponding edge e n−1 n+1 will
350
have a weight equal to
where σ(·) is the same as in (7).
352
The above recovery mechanism is further enhanced to handle cases of broader trellis partition-
353
ing due to bursts of errors. These bursts are caused by strong noise from, e.g., a nearby vessel or 
358
We start by observing that, from the perspective of path finding, we can calculate paths by 359 taking sets of estimated locations either in order they occur in time, or by reversing this order.
360
In other words, the trellis stages in Fig. 4 and the corresponding columns in T can be flipped, the best forward and backward paths according to (11), respectively, we set the final path estimate
, and Ψ = Ψ B otherwise. In case of significant interruptions in the 367 trellis structure, the above scheme increases the probability to find the correct path. The scheme 368 is also beneficial if the estimate of the initial location on the forward path is incorrect, making the 369 path search diverge to a mostly wrong sequence of locations. In case of a well connected trellis, 370 instead, the scheme is likely to find the same path twice, with no effect on the accuracy of the 371 algorithm.
372
The complexity of the algorithm relates to the number of correlation operations and to the fornian waters during warm seasons, as depicted in Fig. 2b . We assume that the water surface is 412 flat.
413
In our simulations, we deploy both the receiver and the source at depths of 10 m. Still, we 
420
The fingerprint grid pre-computed by the receiver spans a total range u max = 1.5 km around The signal transmitted by the source, s(t), is chosen to be a linear chirp signal of duration available bathymetry samples along the direction from the source to the receiver. The ambient 431 noise at the receiver is modeled as an additive white Gaussian process, whose power is tuned so as 432 to achieve a prescribed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
433
B. Examples
434
A sample result from (3) is shown in Fig. 5a . We observe a clear peak suggesting that the If, e.g., the specular arrival were missing, the correlation peak at 450 m would not be as high. This To populate set M (2) (n), we set R (2) = 70. A sample computation of (4) for some range-depth makes it possible to considerably increase the probability that the actual bearing is 444 included in M (2) (n), while keeping the computational effort controlled.
445
C. Localization Accuracy Under Varying SNR
446
We start our performance evaluation by running our algorithm in the presence of exact envi- show even higher accuracy, with a mean estimation error ε a < 20
• even for an SNR of 3 dB, and 456 a median error of less than 10
• .
457
D. Localization Accuracy Under Imperfect Bathymetry Data
458
The above simulation results show accurate localization for different SNR levels. However,
459
the results are obtained assuming perfect bathymetry and sound speed profile knowledge. In our 460 setting, the receiver is an anchored station, e.g., a marine observatory, and thus we argue that ). Still, while fine-gridded bathymetry mapping can be made around the observatory,
463
small errors and outdated measurements in the resulting depth map may exist. We now explore 464 the sensitivity of our localization method to imperfect bathymetry information.
465
In the following analysis, to each true bathymetry sample we add an offset drawn uniformly 0.8 performance. However, we remark that this is an extreme case, as such an error amounts to about 474 10% of the average sea bottom depth in the area, and current sea bottom mapping systems typically 475 ensure sub-meter bathymetry measurements for depths of less than 200 m (e.g., this is the case for 476 Kongsberg Maritime's 400 kHz EM 2040 multibeam sonar system we use in our sea experiment).
477
Similar conclusions as for the distance-based sensitivity of the algorithm can be drawn also for 478 the bearing estimation error. Fig. 7b shows that for y = 1 m, the increase in the median bearing c=0m/s c=0.25m/s c=0.5m/s c=1.5m/s where it is often sufficient to find the approximate path of a vocalizing animal. 
489
The CCDFs of the distance and bearing RMSE are provided in in Figs. 8a and 8b , respectively. 
499
We finally remark that, besides bathymetry and SSP, high sea states may induce significant 500 surface waves that would also contribute to modifying surface-reflected multipath components of 501 the modeled and measured CIRs. Since it is not feasible to create different modeled CIR sets G 502 for many realizations of the surface waves and for different sea states, in this case it would be 503 appropriate to skip the correlation-based depth/distance estimation that results in sets M
(1) (n). Error, ε
Comparison among different location estimation schemes: our algorithm, the preliminary version of our approach in 1 , and the best point benchmark (corresponding to selecting the location that yields the highest cross-correlation value). satisfy RSSI bounds, and then proceed with the computation of the cross-correlations that lead to 506 set M (2) (n).
507
F. Comparison against benchmark localization schemes
508
We conclude our evaluation with a comparison among our algorithm, its preliminary version
, and a benchmark scheme that, for every location index n corresponding to a signal received by 510 the buoy, chooses the most likely source location as the grid point in M (2) (n) yielding the largest 511 correlation value (dubbed "best point" in the following). This is akin to a classical fingerprint-512 based localization approach, where the fingerprint is defined as the value of (4). Fig. 9 shows the 513 32
CCDFs of the distance and bearing RMSE for all above approaches carrying out all operations 514 listed in Section III, including the forward-backward refinement of Section III D 3.
515
The results confirm the expectation that our approach achieves a lower estimation error. This 516 is also due to the forward-backward search refinement, which reduces the chance that a com- 
525
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
526
A. Experiment Setup
527
In the previous section, we explored the performance of our localization scheme in simulations.
528
Since these simulations rely heavily on a numerical acoustic propagation model, we now complete data as no measurements were collected in that region.
539
The experiment included an 80-feet long vessel, RV EDEN, and a 13 feet rubber boat dragging the maximum correlation for each signal, suffers from significant errors in three cases out of nine.
570
These results support the simulation outcomes, showing that even when the bathymetry is fully our algorithm (red triangles) exploits the trellis search to achieve a more precise estimation and 577 removes outliers, resulting in a much smaller localization error.
578
We also compare the above results against those of the Viterbi algorithm. Given the size of 579 the state space, in order to be able to run the algorithm we artificially reduce the search scope to is due to systematic, non-Gaussian errors incurred when modeling real underwater propagation 586 using an acoustic propagation model under imperfect information (e.g., in this case, the resolution 587 of the bathymetry and SSP data).
588
We summarize the path estimation results for the comparison outputs in Fig. 12 are shown 14 589 with the same color coding as above. In this case, the green crosses represent the average location 
594
The estimated locations predicted by our approach also correctly follow the drifting direction 595 of the source boat. The total localization error for our algorithm is between 174 m and 330 m, 596 with a bearing error between 2 and 12 degrees. While these errors may seem large, we argue that 597 for the task of localizing an AUV in a long term mission, this is still acceptable. This is because, 598 first, after a few hours especially in deep water, the self-navigation system of the AUV completely 599 drifts and thus any localization solution of limited expected error will benefit the operation 50 , and 600 second, compared to the typical detection range of roughly 5 km for the AUV's pinger (e.g., 51 ), the 601 above reported localization error as in our experiment is still a good result. Given that this result 602 was obtained using only one receiver in real sea conditions, it demonstrates well the applicability 603 of our suggested localization method.
604
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
605
In this paper, we presented a novel approach for the acoustic localization of a non-cooperating 
